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In a few days I'd like to write a little review about TAL-Dub. This is going to be a short review because I already tested the plugin a lot of time. It is a complete and well thought out plugin. However I'll write some notes about it to make sure I don't forget any of it's features. It is one of the best plugins I've ever worked with. Key Features: * 12dB resonator filter * Low cut filter *
Maximal 4 seconds delay time * Limiter with distortion for rising feedbacks or loud inputs * Delay time and feedback for each channel (linkable) * Input signal swap (L/R swap) * Filter feedback and filter fx mode (filter in feedback path or as post fx) * Filter mode for input (input signal will be filtered too) * Easy to use midi learn * 6 midi effects sendable In this review I'll
just focus on the effect part of TAL-Dub. However TAL-Dub has a lot of features. You'll be able to read about them in the manual or in the forum, there's a lot of information about it. About TAL-Dub - TAL-Dub is a software plugin that will allow you to create vintage style delay effects and reverb sounds. This is a software delay effect and does not emulate any hardware

effects and it is absolutely transparent. TAL-Dub can do things that some hardware are not able to do. It's a fairly simple plugin, you will be able to use it without any real knowledge about plugins. There are many presets, presets are named after movies and series and are pre created for most of the classic vintage effects. Installation: I made a tutorial video on how to install this
plugin on your DAW. I recommend you to watch it as it is easy to do. Basic Setup: The plugin has a lot of controls and you will be able to choose what you want to change and/or use. It has also a midi control section and you can learn all the controls from the manual or in the forum. * Resonator Fx 1: A 12 dB resonator filter that allows you to set the resonation frequency. This is

a low cut filter and all the signals above the resonator frequency will be passed through the filter. * Resonator Fx 2: A 12 dB resonator filter that allows you to set the resonation frequency. This
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What's New In TAL-Dub?

￭ (TALDub_Main.exe) A sample for the TALDub VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Bridged.dll) A sample for the TALDub bridged VST plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Plugin.dll) A sample for the TALDub VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Plugin_Bridged.dll) A sample for the TALDub bridged VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Effect.dll) A sample for the TALDub effect for VST Plugins. ￭
(TALDub_Control.dll) A sample for the TALDub control for VST Plugins. ￭ (TALDub.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDubBridged.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub bridged VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Effect.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub effect for VST Plugins. ￭ (TALDub_Control.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub control for
VST Plugins. ￭ (TALDubBridged.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub bridged VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Plugin.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Plugin_Bridged.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub bridged VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Effect.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub effect for VST Plugins. ￭ (TALDub_Control.exe) A Windows
GUI of the TALDub control for VST Plugins. ￭ (TALDub_Plugin.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Plugin_Bridged.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub bridged VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDub_Effect.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub effect for VST Plugins. ￭ (TALDub_Control.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub control for VST Plugins. ￭
(TALDub_Window.exe) A Windows GUI of the TALDub VST Plugin. ￭ (TALDubBridged.exe) A
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System Requirements For TAL-Dub:

PC specs: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.40 GHz or equivalent AMD64 compatible processor RAM: 2 GB or higher Hard disk: 16 GB Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9 graphics card or equivalent Sound card: DirectSound 9.0 (compatible with Windows XP and later) or SoundMAX Audio Network adapter: 100 Mb/s broadband Internet
connection or ADSL connection (300 kb/s for download) Screen resolution: 1280x800
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